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1 Why preserve software?
We care about preserving software both for its own sake, and because preserved software is a vitally
important means of preservation – possibly the only means we might have to access other sorts of
digital artefacts in the future.
We preserve software to study techniques of creating it, the purposes to which it was put, and the
conceptual, physical, social, and political systems within which it is created and executed
(Ensmenger 2009). We inspect software, re-run it, re-write and re-configure it for many purposes: to
make transparent its effect on us, to adapt it to new use, to ensure the reproducibility and integrity
of research.
As a means of preservation of other objects, preserved software mediates the experience of all sorts
of ‘digital-native’ artefacts: fine art, multi-media, hyper-linked ‘books’, single- and multi-player video
games (Chue Hong 2019). Sometimes we access these artefacts via obsolescent software because
we are scholars investigating the ‘original experience’ of these mediated artefacts. Increasingly, we
are accessing them this way because it is the only experience we can have of these artefacts
(Cochrane 2012; Morrissey 2010).

2 What are the technical challenges of preserving software?
Whether or not software is eating the world, it could well be said to be eating itself. Software, if not
by intention the product of ‘planned obsolescence,’ is certainly the very epitome of ‘born
obsolescent.’ Since its earliest days as a profession, software engineering has ‘theorized’ what is
called the software life cycle. It has articulated laws of program evolution (including a Law of
Continuing Change (Lehman 1980)) and the phases of that cycle, culminating in complete
replacement at best; and, at worst, in abandonment. (Chapin at al., 2001; IEEE Standards Association
2006)
Further, both hardware and software are conceptualized, built, and executed in vertical ‘layers’ of
increasing abstraction, as well as horizontal ‘modules’ of specialized functions and capabilities, with
a myriad of interactions, up and down these layers, and back and forth across these components.
These conceptual layers and modules are themselves subdivided into interacting layers and
modules.

Then, at different times, components at each layer are swapped out for new ones – to fix a bug,
perhaps, or to add new capabilities, or to make the component compatible with a change made in
some other component that has been modified. Sometimes, other components at the same or
higher or lower levels as these new ones ‘break.’ They cease to function, or function differently.
When we try to reassemble these execution stacks years later, it is often difficult, if not impossible,
to analyse and repair the cause of breakage (Dick and Volmar. 2018).
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Details of configuration – parameters passed at runtime to an executable – are another artefact
difficult to capture, anatomize, reproduce, or understand. This could be anything from settings in a
configuration file on a local system, to personalization information stored on, and applied from, a
remote server to a cell-phone or other application.
We face analogous complexities in saving source code. Source code is the text-file-based, humanreadable code in which software is now almost entirely written. It is then translated via yet more
software (a compiler) into the low-level (‘machine’) code, executed by a computer. We will want
access to source code in the future for many of the same reasons we will want effective access to
executable software. This means assuring preservation of correctly versioned compilers, along with
appropriate software and hardware stacks. Even then, we face the problem of understanding, not
just the syntax of the programming language used, but the larger coding idioms employed to
organize code and communicate its organization and capabilities to human readers (Matthews et al.,
2009; Morrissey 2010).

3 What are the legal challenges of preserving software?
There is virtually no software, including free/libre and open source software (FLOSS), that does not
fall under one or another regime, national or supranational, of intellectual property (IP) law
(Charlesworth 2012). Anyone preserving software and making that preserved artefact accessible for
inspection or use must grapple with issues of license and copyright, sometime with conflicting
imperatives from national or international law (Charlesworth 2012). It is, at best, unclear whether
‘fair dealing’ (in the UK) or ‘fair use’ (in the USA), would avert legal entanglements for institutions
preserving software, even with such provision as is made for non-commercial research or private
study (ARL 2018; Charlesworth 2012).
It is not clear what legal restrictions exist, under different legal IP regimes, on the text mining of
source code repositories. Nor is it clear that software preserved for the purpose of rendering other
preserved digital artefacts, even if legally obtained and preserved, could legally be used to provide
such access.
As with books and other published material, software suffers from an ‘orphan works’ problem. Even
with the best will in the world to conform with licenses and IP law, it might not be possible to
establish the rights holder of a piece of software (Charlesworth 2012).
Further, preserving software often means grappling with the technological enforcement of digital
rights management (DRM). The process of installing older software might include validation via a
license key. Even if the conservator has the key, the validating service might no longer be in
existence – and the software could be rendered unusable (ARL 2018; Charlesworth 2012). The Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) in the US, for example, prohibits any tampering with DRM
technology.

4 What are the curatorial challenges of preserving software?
The first challenge of software curation is to determine, in light of one’s own institutional mission,
the ‘what’ of software curation. What is the focus of your curatorial activities? Candidates include
the systematic collection of general-purpose systems, such as older operating systems; software and
hardware of historical interest; digital-native artefacts of cultural or social significance (such as timebased media, digital arts, computer games); and source code, especially (but not exclusively)
software used in scholarly research (Bearman 1987; Chassanoff et al., 2018).
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Then there are the challenges of the ‘how.’ There is risk management, including taking proper care
of any software containing sensitive or protected content, or that falls under the rubric of national
security issues (Charlesworth 2012). As mentioned above, there are the risks associated with license
and other IP constraints, including the necessity to determine any limitations on access to preserved
software that might be required to conform to IP or other restrictions. There is the possibility of
malicious code, including computer viruses, embedded in an acquisition, which could contaminate or
damage a collection (Rosenthal 2015).
To be useful, curated software must be discoverable. How do we describe software effectively? The
list of properties to be described will vary according to the purposes for which we collect software.
These properties might include details of the software stack needed to be able to run it;
bibliographic information and persistent identification for citation; key descriptive information about
algorithms or languages employed. (Bettivia 2016; Katz et al., 2019; McDonough 2010; Smith et al.,
2016) As yet, there is no single ontology or metadata vocabulary for software description, or indeed
agreed-upon taxonomies for these and other possible sets of criteria.
Whether we are studying software as an artefact of interest or are collecting it as a means of access
to other artefacts, contextual information and materials are crucially important both for
understanding and for executing it. There are many possible candidates for the contextual material
and information we should collect with the software, including material aspects (such as distribution
media); user guides; reference manuals; postings to old listservs and electronic boards; and original
hardware on which the software ran. Possible approaches to preserving context include
documenting what a running program ‘looks like,’ using screen shots, videos, or automated session
recorders, and noting what the operation of the program ‘takes for granted’ – including gestures
such as swiping, or the use of auxiliary devices such as keyboards and mice (Bettivia 2016; Cranmer
2017; Depocas et al., 2003; Newman 2011).
As is perennially true for digital preservation, software preservation is still largely an unfunded
mandate.

5 What are people doing now to preserve software?
Approaches to Technical Challenges
Just as Moliere’s bourgeois gentilhomme had been speaking prose for over forty years while
knowing nothing of it, so software engineers the world over have been practising software
preservation for over half a century – having done so under the rubric of software maintenance.
Notably, these ‘maintainers’ have succeeded in the prosaic task of keeping key government and
financial systems running. The preservation community has this experience, and the scholarly
literature created around it, to draw upon.
In business and government, this very old software typically does not run on original hardware.
However, keeping software running as created, on original hardware, is the preservation approach
taken by some institutions. These include the National Museum of Computing in the UK, and the
Computer History Museum and the Living Computers Museum + Labs in the US.
Also from the commercial world, and enriched by the community of computer gaming enthusiasts,
comes a crucial digital preservation strategy: emulation. Emulation is the use of software to mimic
the behaviour (the ‘instruction set’) of one type of computer hardware while running an application
on different computer hardware, with a different instruction set, to recreate, as closely as possible,
the behaviour of the original hardware/software stack (Rosenthal 2015).
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Emulation was proposed as a preservation strategy by Jeff Rothenberg in 1995 (Rothenberg 1995). A
number of individuals and institutions have applied both general-purpose and purpose-built
emulators to the challenge of digital preservation, including CAMiLEON1, KB Dioscuri2, the EU’s KEEP
Emulation Framework project (Anderson et al., 2010), and Internet Archive’s software collection3.
A key project in the application of emulation to preservation is the University of Freiburg’s DPC
award winning bwFLA4. bwFLA delivers emulation as a web service. It has been used, for example, by
Rhizome to deliver some of the born-digital artworks in its collection. Also based on bwFLA is the
current EaaSI (Emulation as a Service Infrastructure) project5, which is building both a community
and a shared infrastructure for capturing, storing, cataloguing, and serving up emulated software
stacks (Cochrane 2019).
There are some challenges in employing emulation as a preservation solution. It is technically
challenging to create an executable ‘image’ of the software stack to be run over the emulator. And
the emulators, being themselves software, will themselves have to be maintained, so that they will
continue to be usable as the hardware and software they run on continues to evolve.
Container technology is similar to emulators, though more lightweight. A preserved software image
and its software dependencies are stored together as a ‘container’ and run on the same host
operating system and hardware instruction set used by software when it was created. Container
technology is the basis of such tools as ReproZip and commercial service Code Ocean, which aim to
capture the stack of software dependencies used in running an instance of software developed in
connection with scholarly research. Containers are however less robust over the very long term from
a preservation point of view, as they depend on the continued availability of the original operating
system and hardware instruction set. (Boettiger 2015; Emsley and DeRuore 2017)
The not-for-profit Software Heritage (SH) has undertaken to collect, preserve, and share the source
code of all publicly available software (Di Cosmo and Zacchiroli 2017). Using both automated and
manual methods, SH harvests source code from the public repositories currently or previously used
by developers, such as GitHub, BitBucket, Debian, Google Code, and GNU.
Cern, as a participant in the EU-funded, open-access/open-data OpenAIRE project, established the
Zenodo repository. Among the digital research artefacts it is intended to preserve is software source
code. To that end, Zenodo has developed a software tool that automates the creation of a Digital
Object Identifier (DOI) for software that developers store on the GitHub’s commercial source code
repository, and the replication of that software to Zenodo for long-term preservation.

Approaches to Legal Challenges
While some technical approaches to preserving software are promising results, the legal challenges
are proving more stubbornly resistant to solution.
The principle of fair use has made for some leeway in the US, where a successful petition by the
Software Preservation Network (SPN), Harvard University's CyberLaw Clinic, the American Library
Association (ALA), the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), and the Association of College and
Research Libraries (ACRL) to the US Copyright Office resulted in a three-year exemption from DMCA
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provisions against the circumvention of DRM technology for libraries, archives, and museums. SPN
has published guidelines for preservationists on the applicability of that exemption (Albert and Lee
2018), complementing the ‘Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Software Preservation.’ (ARL 2018).
Fair use and the DMCA exemption are of course only applicable in the US. In the 2018 ‘Paris Call:
Software Source Code as Heritage for Sustainable Development’ issued by UNESCO, Inria, and
Software Heritage, the signatories noted the need to ‘ensure necessary exceptions to copyright and
limitations on intermediary liability related to software for archival preservation, accessibility,
education and research purposes.’6 Active efforts by SH and others resulted in an exclusion of
software source code from the copyright provisions of the EU Directive on Copyright in the Digital
Single Market.

Approaches to Curation Challenges
Collaborative effort is proving key both to raising awareness of the importance of software
preservation, as well as accomplishing some specific curatorial aims.
Software Heritage, along with Force-11 and the Research Data Alliance (RDA) Source Code Interest
Group, have worked jointly on developing identification schemas for source code. They, along with
Software Preservation Network, have provided both guidance and tools for software citation,
increasing the profile of research software. This work is reinforced by those in the research
community concerned with reproducibility of research results – efforts which include for example
formal software artefact review and badging for an increasing number of Special Interest Groups
(SIGS) and conferences of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) (Marquis et al., 2016).
Part of Software Heritage’s collection strategy is the harvesting of source code metadata available in
the configuration files of the various source code management (SCM) systems used by commercial
and other repositories. They have developed software to create metadata compliant with
CodeMeta. The CodeMeta project includes crosswalk tools from many of the most common SCM
vocabularies.7
Along with automated tools for gathering software metadata, museums and galleries have begun
collaborating with artists (both at the time of creation and at donation), to gather relevant
contextual information, including execution stack, intended rights constraints, and also information
about the intended affect of the art work (Cranmer et al., 2017; Depocas et al., 2003; Newman 2011;
Verbruggen 2018). The UK’s National Videogame Archive is preserving ‘walkthrough texts.’ These are
player-produced artefacts (typically plain text) that record techniques of proceeding through the
various possible paths of video games, as well as ways to experiment, for example by means of bugs
in the game software, with ways of forging new game paths and experiences (Newman 2011).
Libraries, museums, and archives have also begun talking directly with commercial software
vendors, not simply to obtain donations of software, but also, where necessary, to obtains releases
on existing license and copyright constraints.
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